Augmented Reality
NEW INTERACTION EXPERIENCE

Augmented Reality

How it works
Our project creates specific app’s
dedicated to Augmented Reality
freely downloadable from the AppleOS and Android major stores.
Using a mobile device, interactive
tours can be created to entertain and guide visitors.
The visitors will be guided through the
tour by graphic info and 3d models
or environments. Within the real
life path of the virtual tour, the visit
is

transformed

into

a

unique

experience thanks to it’s stunning
visual impact and to it’s enormous
easy-learning potential.

Augmented reality: Overlapped information and digital tridimensional content on the real environment
seen seen through the camera of mobile devices as tablets and smartphones.
Users can interact with real life objects through virtual elements that can help their understanding and comprehension
for example of the object’s origin, use and functioning.

Augmented Reality

Narrative structure

Technical structure

Through the use of hotspots placed in precise positions to create paths that cross

The aim is to create an augmented reality app to view the extra video content within

the location the user will be able to travel through the world and history of any

a path of hotspots. The app will be created to be used with IOS and Android with

proposed brand. In a first person experience, feel the emotion given through the

Unity game engine combined with Vuforia technology. The User experience shall be

overlapped content that tells the story of the brand’s products and excellence.

developed and inserted into the user’s interface, giving the possibility to make photos
of real life, but augmented and share them through social media.
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Users will not only interact with the augmented content but will
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one of the top tech trends according to The Deloitte Report 2018.

share that interaction with branded content on social media, possibly

Augmented Reality

Augmented reality is an enormously powerful tool for marketing and is

Sponsor logos freely placeable inside the app

Direct

interaction

with

social

networks with the possibility to
share branded photos with the
animated

element

from

the

app

itself
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